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Author's response to reviews:

As requested in the e-mail received on Jan 11, 2005, the following changes in formatting have been made:

1. Title: changed to sentence case both on the manuscript and in the submission system.

2. Title page: header text removed as requested.

3. Affiliations: we believe the affiliations are currently in the form requested, complete with superscripts linked to author names.

4. Abstract: modified as requested (Background section) and updated in the submission system.

5. Keyword section: removed, as requested.

6. Section and sub-section headings: changed to sentence case.

Please note that the request for these changes was sent my old e-mail address (cmcgibbon@partners.org), and not my current e-mail address (cmcgibb@unb.ca). Therefore, I did not receive this notice until well after the requested week for resubmission had expired. I trust you will be able to proceed with my changes now.